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To elucidate the structural features of amino acids caused by

the C-terminal �-amidation, the crystal structures of HCl salts

of C-terminal amidated Ile, Val, Thr, Ser, Met, Trp, Gln and

Arg were analysed and compared with those of their C-

terminal free acids. The bonding parameter of the amide

group was little affected by the different chemical properties

of the side chains. As for the molecular packing patterns, some

structural differences were observed by the C-amidation. The

C�ÐH� � �O hydrogen bonds and carbonyl±carbonyl interac-

tions were more strengthened by the salt formation with HCl

in C-amides than C-acids. Furthermore, there is a clear

difference between the interaction patterns with Cl ions. In

most C-amide crystals, Cl ions are bifurcately hydrogen-

bonded to two neighbouring amide NH2 groups and the

parallel layers of the C-amides and Cl ions are alternatively

formed. In the case of the carboxyl OH in C-acid crystals,

however, the direct hydrogen bond with the Cl ion is not

always observed and is largely dependent on the crystal

packing environment. This suggests the superior hydrogen-

bonding ability of NH� � �Clÿ compared with OH� � �Clÿ. The

difference in hydrogen-bonding ability between the amide and

carboxyl groups is considered, based on the spatial disposi-

tions of the hydrogen-bonding polar atoms/groups.
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1. Introduction

The majority of mammalian and insect peptide hormones

possess a C-terminal �-amide (hereafter named C-amide), as

exempli®ed by calcitonin, cholecystokinin, gastrin, neuro-

kinins, neuropeptides, substance P and their related peptides

(Eipper & Mains, 1988). The C-amide is essential to express

the bioactivity and the glycine-extended or C-terminal free

acid (hereafter named C-acid) analogues of the �-amidated

peptides lead to considerable loss of activity (Merkler, 1994;

Suwan et al., 1994).

At present, the biological/structural function of the

C-amide is far from the full understanding, although the

amidation arises from the oxidative cleavage of C-terminal

glycine-extended prohormones (Kulathila et al., 1999). The

molecular conformation of the bioactive peptide and/or the

interaction with the receptor would be affected by the

difference between C-acid and -amide groups. Thus, it appears

important to examine the difference between the stable

conformations of C-amide and -acid peptides, and between

their interaction modes with neighbouring molecules; the

information would be useful on considering the binding

speci®city of the C-amide peptide to the receptor.



As part of the series elucidating structural features by C-

terminal amidation (In et al., 2000), we have analysed the

crystal structures of HCl salts of the following C-amides, i.e.

IleNH2, ValNH2, ThrNH2, SerNH2, MetNH2, TrpNH2,

GlnNH2 and ArgNH2 (Fig. 1). In this paper we report their

molecular and crystal structures, and discuss the difference

between their intermolecular interactions and those of the

corresponding C-acids. Since the Cl anion exists in the living

cell, such information may be useful on understanding the

different biological function between the C-amide and -acid

peptides.

2. Experimental

The respective C-amides were purchased from Peptide

Institute Inc. (Osaka, Japan). The crystallization solvents,

crystal densities (measured by the ¯otation method using a

CCl4±C6H6 mixture), crystallographic data and structure

re®nements are summarized in Table 1.

All X-ray crystallographic data were obtained using a

Rigaku AFC-5 diffractometer with graphite-monochromated

Cu K� radiation (� = 1.5418 AÊ ) and a 12 kW rotating anode

generator. Cell re®nement, data collection and data reduction

were performed using the MSC/AFC software (Molecular

Structure Corporation, 1991). Unit-cell dimensions were

determined by a least-squares ®t of 2� angles of 25 re¯ections

in the range 45 < 2� < 55�. Intensity data were collected at

293 K in an !±2� scan mode; the backgrounds were counted

for 5 s at both extremes of each re¯ection peak. The weak

intensities were rescanned (up to seven scans) to ensure good

counting statistics. The absorption corrections by the  -scan

method (North et al., 1968) were applied, except ValNH2�HCl.

The observed intensities were corrected for the Lorentz and

polarization effects. Four standard re¯ections were monitored

every 100 re¯ections throughout the data collection, showing a

random variation of < �2% without signi®cant trends.

The obtained bond lengths and angles were all within

acceptable region, and no abnormality/uncertainty was

observed.1 All numerical calculations were carried out at the

Computer Centre, Osaka University of Pharmaceutical

Sciences.

In order to compare the observed bonding parameters and

crystal packings of the present C-amides with those of the

corresponding C-acids, the following CSD (Cambridge

Structural Database) data were used: IleOH�HCl

(LILEUC10; Varughese & Srinivasan, 1976), Ile (LISLEU02;

GoÈ rbitz & Dalhus, 1996), ValOH�HCl (VALEHC10; Ando et

al., 1967; VALEHCl1; Koetzle et al., 1974), Val (LVALIN01;

Dalhus & Gorbitz, 1996), Thr (LTHREO01; Ramanadham et

al., 1973), Ser (LSERIN01; Kistenmacher et al., 1974),

MetOH�HCl (METHCL; Blasio et al., 1977), Met

(LMETON10; Torii & Iitaka, 1973), TrpOH�HCl (TRYPTC;

Takigawa et al., 1966), GlnOH�HCl (GLUTAN; Shamala &

Venkatesan, 1972), Gln (GLUTAM01; Koetzle et al., 1973),

and ArgOÿ�HCl (ARGHCL10; Dow et al., 1970), where the

neutral and anionic states of C-terminal carboxyl group are

represented by OH and Oÿ, respectively, and the zwitterionic

states of amino acid are represented by the usual three-letter

symbols.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Molecular structure and conformation

Some selected bond lengths and angles, and torsion angles

de®ning the molecular conformations of C-amides are

summarized in Tables 2 and 3, respectively, where the corre-

sponding data of C-acids are also given for comparison. All

the C-amides take the protonated NH�3 form by salt formation

with HCl, thus the molecule is in a monocationic state;

ArgNH2 has the dicationic form protonated at the amino and

guanidium groups, and is neutralized by two HCl molecules.

Since the HCl salts of C-acids take a similar monocationic

state as the protonated NH�3 and the neutral COOH, the

comparison between their bonding parameters would re¯ect

the structural feature of the amide and carboxyl groups.

As judged from the standard deviations of the averaged

bond lengths and angles listed in Table 2, it could be suggested

that the amide group takes the rigid structure and is not

signi®cantly in¯uenced by chemical differences in the side

chain. This is in contrast with the carboxyl group, which allows

a relatively large deformation for the bond angle, together

with the rather short C10 O10 bond length.

The conformational torsion angles of C-amides are all in

either of the regions acceptable for the usual amino acids

(Cody, 1985), although some of them deviate somewhat from

the most preferred angle. The torsion angle of  is determined

by the relative disposition between the cationic NH�3 and

electronegative carbonyl O10 atoms, and appears to be highly

affected by the intermolecular interaction with the neigh-

bouring molecules. When these torsion angles are compared

with those of C-acids and their HCl salts (Table 3), no notable

conformational feature caused by the C-amidation could be
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Figure 1
Chemical structures and atomic numberings of C-amides and C-acids,
together with those of the side chains of Ile, Val, Thr, Ser, Met, Trp, Gln
and Arg.

1 Supplementary data for this paper are available from the IUCr electronic
archives (Reference: OA0030). Services for accessing these data are described
at the back of the journal.
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Table 1
Experimental details.

IleNH2�HCl ValNH2�HCl ThrNH2�HCl SerNH2�HCl

Crystal data
Chemical formula C6H15N2O��Clÿ C5H13N2O��Clÿ C4H11N2O2

��Clÿ C3H9N2O2
��Clÿ

Chemical formula weight 166.65 152.62 154.6 140.57
Cell setting, space group Monoclinic, P21 Monoclinic, P21 Orthorhombic, P212121 Monoclinic, P21

a, b, c (AÊ ) 7.5775 (13), 4.8971 (13),
12.5686 (14)

5.3377 (8), 7.4572 (9),
9.899 (1)

10.1624 (15), 10.5673 (17),
6.749 (3)

7.562 (2), 4.9986 (18),
8.519 (3)

� ��� 94.195 (12) 91.73 (1) 90 90.76 (3)
V (AÊ 3) 465.14 (16) 393.84 (9) 724.8 (3) 322.00 (18)
Z 2 2 4 2
Dx (Mg mÿ3) 1.190 1.287 1.417 1.450
Dm (Mg mÿ3) 1.221 (5) 1.280 (5) 1.402 (5) ±
Density measured by Measured Measured Measured ±
Radiation type Cu K� Cu K� Cu K� Cu K�
No. of re¯ections for cell

parameters
25 25 25 25

� range (�) 0.3±65.02 0.3±65.01 0.3±63.10 0.3±67.40
� (mmÿ1) 3.199 3.731 4.173 4.639
Temperature (K) 293 (2) 293 (2) 293 (2) 293 (2)
Crystal form, colour Plate, colourless Plate, colourless Cubic, colourless Plate, colourless
Crystal size (mm) 0.6 � 0.4 � 0.05 0.8 � 0.6 � 0.3 0.8 � 0.6 � 0.6 0.8 � 0.2 � 0.05

Data collection
Diffractometer Rigaku AFC-5R Rigaku AFC-5R Rigaku AFC-5R Rigaku AFC-5R
Data collection method !±2� scans !±2� scans !±2� scans !±2� scans
Absorption correction  -scan None  -scan  -scan

Tmin 0.629 ± 0.782 0.464
Tmax 0.999 ± 0.999 0.793

No. of measured, inde-
pendent and observed
re¯ections

963, 893, 817 1458, 731, 718 710, 710, 710 687, 638, 626

Criterion for observed
re¯ections

I > 2�(I) I > 2�(I) I > 2�(I) I > 2�(I)

Rint 0.0518 0.1353 0.0000 0.0499
�max (�) 65.02 65.01 63.10 67.40
Range of h, k, l 0! h! 8 ÿ6! h! 6 0! h! 11 0! h! 9

ÿ5! k! 0 ÿ8! k! 0 0! k! 12 0! k! 5
ÿ14! l! 14 ÿ11! l! 11 ÿ7! l! 0 ÿ10! l! 10

No. and frequency of
standard re¯ections

3, every 100 re¯ections 3, every 100 re¯ections 3, every 100 re¯ections 3, every 100 re¯ections

Intensity decay (%) 2 2 2 2

Re®nement
Re®nement on F2 F2 F2 F2

R�F2>2��F2��, wR�F2�, S 0.0688, 0.1872, 1.659 0.0369, 0.0967, 0.747 0.0471, 0.1210, 1.098 0.0499, 0.1619, 1.582
No. of re¯ections and

parameters used in
re®nement

893, 90 731, 82 710, 83 638, 73

H-atom treatment Mixed Mixed Mixed Mixed
Weighting scheme w = 1/[�2(F 2

o) + (0.1P)2],
where P = (F 2

o + 2F 2
c )/3

w = 1/[�2(F 2
o) + (0.1P)2],

where P = (F 2
o + 2F 2

c )/3
w = 1/[�2(F 2

o) +
(0.0986P)2 + 0.4071P],
where P = (F 2

o + 2F 2
c )/3

w = 1/[!2(F 2
o) + (0.1P)2],

where P = (F 2
o + 2F 2

c )/3

��=��max 0.094 0.176 0.049 0.003
��max, ��min(e AÊ ÿ3) 0.699, ÿ0.289 0.298, ÿ0.407 0.496, ÿ0.589 0.421, ÿ0.497
Extinction method None SHELXL SHELXL SHELXL
Extinction coef®cient ± 0.67 (4) 0.34 (2) 0.050 (14)

MetNH2�HCl TrpNH2�HCl GlnNH2�HCl ArgNH2�HCl

Crystal data
Chemical formula C5H13N2OS��Clÿ C11H14ClN3O C5H12N3O2

��Clÿ C6H19N5O2
2��2Clÿ

Chemical formula weight 184.68 239.7 181.63 264.16
Cell setting, space group Monoclinic, P21 Monoclinic, P21 Monoclinic, P21 Orthorhombic, P212121

a, b, c (AÊ ) 7.591 (3), 5.029 (3),
11.786 (4)

7.6394 (11), 5.2786 (13),
14.5967 (14)

7.741 (2), 4.8907 (13),
10.8159 (10)

7.536 (3), 32.487 (3),
5.277 (4)

� ��� 96.49 (3) 100.047 (10) 94.180 (13) 90
V (AÊ 3) 447.0 (4) 579.59 (17) 408.39 (16) 1291.9 (10)
Z 2 2 2 4
Dx (Mg mÿ3) 1.372 1.374 1.477 1.358
Dm (Mg mÿ3) ± 1.362 (5) 1.462 (5) 1.366 (5)
Density measured by ± Measured Measured Measured



observed; in other words, the amide group does not affect the

conformation of aliphatic, aromatic or polar side chains

signi®cantly. Their conformations would be ¯exible within the

respective allowable angles and depend on the crystal packing

and intermolecular interaction.

3.2. Crystal structures

The possible hydrogen bonds and some short contacts in the

respective crystal structures are summarized in Table 4. The

crystal packings could be grouped into three patterns,

according to the interaction modes between the Cl ions and C-

amide NH2 groups (discussed later). As is exempli®ed in the

crystal structure of TrpNH2�HCl (Fig. 2a), the most frequently

observed packing is in such a way that the amino and amide

groups of neighbouring C-amides are located face-to-face in

the same side. This interfacing region is stabilized to one

another by the interaction with the Cl ions positioning among

the neighbouring C-amides, forming a hydrophilic layer along

a crystallographic axis. Consequently, the indole side chains

form a hydrophobic stacking layer, thus leading to the

formation of two different layers. Similar crystal packings have

been formed in ArgHN2�HCl, GlnNH2�HCl, MetNH2�HCl,

ValNH2�HCl and IleNH2�HCl. Slightly different crystal

packing is observed in SerNH2�HCl (Fig. 2b). The antiparallel

ladder-like molecular associations are formed by the hydrogen

bonds of the side chain OH groups with amide NH2 groups

and Cl ions, forming two alternatively arranged layers of

chloride ions and C-amide molecules.

On the other hand, ThrNH2�HCl forms the another type of

crystal packing (Fig. 2c). This is due to the different interaction

mode between the Cl ions and amide NH2 groups. As

discussed later, the Cl ions in this crystal are bifurcately

hydrogen-bonded to two neighbouring NH2 groups translated
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Table 1 (continued)

MetNH2�HCl TrpNH2�HCl GlnNH2�HCl ArgNH2�HCl

Radiation type Cu K� Cu K� Cu K� Cu K�
No. of re¯ections for cell

parameters
25 25 25 25

� range (�) 0.3±67.48 0.3±65.03 0±67.61 0.3±67.61
� (mmÿ1) 5.511 2.782 3.832 4.491
Temperature (K) 293 (2) 293 (2) 293 (2) 293 (2)
Crystal form, colour Plate, colourless Needle, colourless Needle, colourless Plate, colourless
Crystal size (mm) 0.7 � 0.2 � 0.05 0.5 � 0.2 � 0.2 0.8 � 0.2 � 0.2 0.5 � 0.25 � 0.1

Data collection
Diffractometer Rigaku AFC-5R Rigaku AFC-5R Rigaku AFC-5R Rigaku AFC-5R
Data collection method !±2� scans !±2� scans !±2� scans !±2� scans
Absorption correction  -scan (North et al., 1968)  -scan  -scan  -scan

Tmin 0.697 0.329 0.355 0.288
Tmax 0.759 0.573 0.465 0.998

No. of measured, inde-
pendent and observed
re¯ections

907, 864, 811 1188, 1100, 1075 877, 816, 812 1364, 1364, 1325

Criterion for observed
re¯ections

I > 2�(I) I > 2�(I) I > 2�(I) I > 2�(I)

Rint 0.0227 0.0382 0.0648 0.0000
�max (�) 67.48 65.03 67.61 67.61
Range of h, k, l ÿ9! h! 9 0! h! 8 0! h! 9 ÿ8! h! 0

0! k! 6 ÿ6! k! 0 0! k! 5 0! k! 38
ÿ13! l! 0 ÿ17! l! 16 ÿ12! l! 12 0! l! 6

No. and frequency of
standard re¯ections

3, every 100 re¯ections 3, every 100 re¯ections 3, every 100 re¯ections 3, every 100 re¯ections

Intensity decay (%) 2 0 2 2

Re®nement
Re®nement on F2 F2 F2 F2

R�F2>2��F2��, wR�F2�, S 0.0592, 0.1634, 1.439 0.0300, 0.0945, 0.913 0.0425, 0.1368, 1.387 0.0550, 0.1724, 1.640
No. of re¯ections and

parameters used in
re®nement

864, 90 1100, 145 816, 100 1364, 137

H-atom treatment Mixed Mixed Mixed Mixed
Weighting scheme w = 1/[!2(F2

o) + (0.1P)2],
where P = (F2

o + 2F2
c )/3

w = 1/[�2(F2
o) + (0.1000P)2

+ 0.0000P], where P =
(F2

o + 2F2
c )/3

w = 1/[!2(F2
o) + (0.1P)2],

where P = (F2
o + 2F2

c )/3
w = 1/[�2(F2

o) + (0.1P)2],
where P = (F2

o + 2F2
c )/3

��=��max 0.249 0.002 0.091 0.177
��max, ��min(e AÊ ÿ3) 0.568, ÿ0.521 0.305, ÿ0.190 0.655, ÿ0.389 0.470, ÿ0.351
Extinction method None SHELXL SHELXL SHELXL
Extinction coef®cient ± 0.040 (4) 0.187 (19) 0.016 (3)

Computer programs used: MSC/AFC (Molecular Structure Corporation, 1991); SHELXS97 (Sheldrick, 1997a); SHELXL97 (Sheldrick, 1997b).
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by a diad screw symmetry, while most of the other crystals

form the bifurcated hydrogen bonds of Cl ions to two neigh-

bouring amide NH2 groups translated by one unit-cell.

Consequently, the Cl ions are evenly distributed in the crystal

lattice and the molecules are asso-

ciated around these ions through the

hydrogen bonds, thus forming a

column along the c axis.

3.3. CaÐH� � �O hydrogen bonds and
carbonyl±carbonyl interactions

The C�ÐH� � �O [ C1ÐH� � �O10]
short contacts observed in the crystal

structures of C-amides and C-acids are

compared in Table 5. Judging from the

summation (= 2.6 AÊ ) of van der Waals

radii of H and O atoms and the line-

arity of the CÐH� � �O angle, these

short contacts observed for C-

amide�HCl crystals, except ThrNH2,

could be de®ned as hydrogen bonds; a

typical interaction is shown in Fig.

3(a). Since such a C�ÐH� � �O
hydrogen bond is also frequently

observed in the crystal structures of

the usual amino acids (Fig. 3b; see also

Steiner, 1995) and other biomolecules

(Wahl & Sundaralingam, 1997), this

interaction may not necessarily result

from the C-amidation. However, it is

remarkable that the probability of

forming such an interaction could be

much higher for C-amides than C-

acids (Table 5). The survey of the

crystal structures of the usual oligo-

peptides indicates that the formation

of such a C�ÐH� � �O interaction is restricted to the �-sheet

structure (Fabiola et al., 1997) or the C-terminal amino acid.

In the case of the zwitterionic state of the C-acids or the

neutral state of the C-amides, the C1ÐH� � �O10 interaction

Table 2
Some selected bond lengths (AÊ ) and angles (�).

C10ÐN2, /C1ÐC10ÐN2 and /N2ÐC10ÐO10 for C-amides and C10ÐO2, /C1ÐC10ÐO2 and /O2ÐC10ÐO10 for C-acids.

C10ÐO10 /N2ÐC10ÐO10

N1ÐC1 C1ÐC10 C10ÐO2 C10ÐN2 /N1ÐC1ÐC10 /C1ÐC10ÐO10 /C1ÐC10ÐN2 /C1ÐC10ÐO2 /O2ÐC10ÐO10

IleNH2�HCl 1.487 (5) 1.523 (7) 1.211 (7) 1.347 (8) 106.6 (4) 120.9 (5) 115.7 (5) 123.4 (6)
IleOH�HCl 1.504 1.535 1.210 1.284 108.6 120.0 113.3 126.8
ValNH2 1.497 (3) 1.514 (4) 1.233 (3) 1.327 (4) 107.2 (2) 119.8 (2) 117.0 (2) 123.1 (1)
ValOH�HCl 1.494 1.509 1.201 1.309 106.2 123.7 112.4 123.9

1.486 1.520 1.200 1.310 106.8 123.2 112.3 124.5
ThrNH2 1.487 (5) 1.531 (5) 1.233 (5) 1.322 (5) 107.9 (2) 120.6 (2) 115.4 (2) 124.1 (2)
SerNH2 1.495 (5) 1.500 (6) 1.247 (6) 1.324 (6) 108.0 (3) 120.3 (4) 117.2 (4) 122.4 (4)
MetNH2 1.494 (6) 1.522 (8) 1.214 (8) 1.335 (8) 107.8 (5) 121.0 (6) 115.4 (6) 123.5 (6)
MetOH�HCl 1.508 1.512 1.197 1.321 106.9 124.4 110.5 125.1
TrpNH2 1.483 (3) 1.507 (3) 1.220 (3) 1.334 (4) 108.0 (1) 121.4 (2) 115.9 (2) 122.6 (2)
TrpOH�HCl 1.505 1.540 1.147 1.325 107.0 125.7 106.8 127.5
GlnNH2 1.499 (4) 1.525 (5) 1.220 (5) 1.330 (5) 107.2 (3) 120.4 (3) 115.1 (4) 124.5 (4)
GlnOH�HCl 1.510 1.535 1.208 1.296 108.0 123.7 112.2 124.1
ArgNH2 1.480 (5) 1.532 (6) 1.222 (5) 1.317 (6) 107.4 (3) 121.4 (4) 115.8 (4) 122.8 (4)
Average
C-amide 1.490 (6) 1.519 (9) 1.225 (10) 1.330 (8) 107.5 (4) 120.7 (5) 115.9 (7) 123.3 (6)
C-acid 1.501 (8) 1.525 (12) 1.194 (21) 1.308 (14) 107.3 (8) 123.5 (17) 111.3 (22) 125.3 (14)

Table 3
Selected torsion angles (�) of C-amidated amino acids, together with the C-unamidated ones (free
forms and HCl salts) for comparison.

 : N1ÐC1ÐC10ÐN2 for C-amides and N1ÐC1ÐC10ÐO2 for C-acids. The conformation of the side chain
follows the usual de®nition of amino acids [�1, N1ÐC1ÐC2ÐC3 (N1ÐC1ÐC2ÐO3 for Ser); �2, C1Ð
C2ÐC3ÐC4 (C1ÐC2ÐC3ÐS4 for Met); �3, C2ÐC3ÐS4ÐC5 for Met, C2ÐC3ÐC4ÐN6 for Gln and
Arg; �4, C3ÐC4ÐN5ÐC6; �5, C4ÐN5ÐC6ÐN8].

 �1 �2 �3 �4 �5

IleNH2�HCl 129.5 (5) ÿ62.6 (5) 166.0 (7)
IleOH�HCl 167.1 70.1 60.6
Ile 164.0

ValNH2�HCl 157.0 (2) 63.5 (5)
ValOH�HCl ÿ174.2 71.6
Val 163.0 81.8

ThrNH2�HCl 161.8 (3) ÿ66.1 (3)
Thr 156.1 ÿ174.5

SerNH2�HCl 161.9 (5) 75.4 (4)
Ser ÿ178.1 61.5

MetNH2�HCl 147.8 (6) ÿ170.2 (5) 179.7 (5) ÿ77.8 (4)
MetOH�HCl 176.9 61.3 ÿ178.2 68.7
Met 163.7 ÿ166.1 174.2 179.7

150.8 ÿ165.6 73.6 73.6

TrpNH2�HCl 173.6 (2) 57.7 (2) 77.7 (3)
TrpOH�HCl 173.9 ÿ62.7 ÿ78.0

GlnNH2�HCl 133.9 (3) ÿ69.1 (3) ÿ178.7 (4) 158.1
GlnOH�HCl 162.8 ÿ71.2 ÿ170.3 ÿ166.8
Gln 168.6 70.5 176.1 164.8

ArgNH2�HCl 175.2 (4) 66.4 (3) 174.6 (4) ÿ178.4 (4) ÿ89.2 (4) 178.7 (5)
ArgO�HCl 174.2 ÿ58.9 ÿ164.4 179.3 ÿ84.0 ÿ170.3

154.9 ÿ52.8 173.2 ÿ175.5 96.7 166.3



usually accompanies the N1ÐH� � �O10 (for the C-acid) or

N2ÐH� � �O10 (for the C-amide) interaction. However, such a

coupled interaction is very rare in the crystal structures of HCl

salts of both the C-amides and the -acids; in most cases a single

interaction is formed. This clearly indicates that the hydrogen-

bonding ability of C�ÐH is strengthened by salt formation

with HCl. Further, the hydrogen bonds to the amide NH2 by

two neighbouring chloride ions (discussed in the next section)

appear to strengthen the C�ÐH� � �O interaction signi®cantly.

On the other hand, another feature to be noted is the

intermolecular interaction between two neighbouring

carbonyl C10 and O10 atoms, as shown in Fig. 4. Although this

interaction is not necessarily formed in all crystal structures,

most of them show the similar pattern of short contacts

between the neighbouring amide C10 and O10 atoms. The

C10� � �O10 distances in IleNH2, SerNH2, TrpNH2, GlnNH2 and

ArgNH2 (Table 4) are very close to the van der Waals

separation distance (3.1 AÊ ), and their intersecting angles of

the C10ÐO10 bond with respect to the amide plane are 48, 29,

67, 84 and 43�, respectively. These contacts are all formed

between the molecules translated by the twofold screw

symmetry and the electrostatic interactions could be a driving

force.

3.4. Characteristic binding mode of the Cl ion with C-amide

By salt formation with HCl, both C-amides and C-acids take

the same electronic structure, i.e. the protonated amino group

and the neutral amide/carboxyl group. However, the different

number of H atoms between the amide NH2 and carboxyl OH

groups leads to the different binding modes with Cl ions. Fig. 5

shows four different interaction modes observed in the

present crystal structures. The interaction mode of

IleNH2�HCl (Fig. 5a), the bifurcated hydrogen bonding of Cl

ions to two neighbouring amide NH2 groups translated by one

unit-cell, is most frequently observed in the crystal structures
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Figure 2
Perspective views of the crystal structures of (a) TrpNH2�HCl, (b)
SerNH2�HCl and (c) ThrNH2�HCl. The large open circles represent
chloride ions and the N atoms are shown by the ®lled circles.

Figure 3
Stereoscopic views of the intermolecular C�ÐH� � �O interactions in (a)
MetNH2�HCl and (b) MetOH�HCl. The shaded line shows hydrogen
bonds. The open and meshed circles represent H and C atoms,
respectively. The N and O atoms are shown by the circles marked with
crosses and dots, respectively.
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of C-amides, i.e. ValNH2�HCl, MetNH2�HCl, TrpNH2�HCl,

GlnNH2�HCl and LysNH2�2HCl (Cruz et al., 1991). In

ThrNH2�HCl (Fig. 5b) the Cl ions are bifurcately hydrogen-

bonded to two neighbouring NH2 groups translated by a diad

screw symmetry. In the crystal structure of ArgNH2�HCl (Fig.

5c) or SerNH2�HCl (Fig. 5d), a water solvent or the OH group

of the Ser side chain participates in the interaction mode

similar to that in Fig. 5(b), respectively. It is important to note

that all these interaction modes lead the C-amide molecules

into a `head-to-head' parallel arrangement and this could be a

unique binding mode of Cl ions by the C-terminal amide

group. Although similar bifurcated hydrogen bonds could also

be formed between the Cl ions and the protonated amino

NH�3 group, this NH�3 � � �Cl� � �NH�3 interaction mode could not

re¯ect well the structural feature of the C-amides, because the

same mode is commonly observed in the crystal structures of

C-acid HCl salts.

On the other hand, the structural features of C-acid HCl

salts could be characterized by the interaction between the

Table 4
Hydrogen bonds and some selected short contacts (except C�ÐH� � �O).

Donor
(DÐH)

Acceptor
(A) Symmetry code

D� � �A
(AÊ )

H� � �A
(AÊ )

DÐH� � �A
(�)

IleNH2�HCl
N1 Cl1 xÿ 1; y; z 3.173 (5) 2.27 164.1 (1)
N1 Cl1 xÿ 1; y� 1; z 3.123 (5) 2.18 174.8 (1)
N1 O10 ÿx; y� 1

2 ;ÿz� 1 2.842 (6) 2.03 147.0 (3)
N2 Cl1 x; y; z 3.274 (5) 2.52 145.0 (1)
N2 Cl1 x; y� 1; z 3.285 (5) 2.50 129.7 (1)
C10 O10 ÿx; y� 1

2 ;ÿz� 1 3.166 (7)

ValNH2�HCl
N1 Cl1 xÿ 1; yÿ 1; z 3.166 (2) 2.29 168.87 (5)
N1 Cl1 ÿx; yÿ 1

2 ;ÿz� 1 3.209 (2) 2.42 154.46 (5)
N1 Cl1 x; yÿ 1; z 3.580 (2) 2.55 165.78 (5)
N1 O10 ÿx; yÿ 1

2 ;ÿz� 1 3.083 (3) 2.69 109.4 (1)
N2 Cl1 x; y; z 3.255 (3) 2.37 163.7 (7)
N2 Cl1 xÿ 1; y; z 3.407 (3) 2.42 163.15 (7)

ThrNH2�HCl
N1 Cl 1ÿ x� 3

2 ;ÿy� 1; z� 1
2 3.155 (3) 2.21 169.37 (9)

N1 O4 ÿx� 3
2 ;ÿy� 2; z� 1

2 2.965 (4) 2.15 146.5 (2)
N1 O10 xÿ 1

2 ;ÿy� 3
2 ;ÿz� 1 2.898 (4) 2.96 76.8 (2)

N2 Cl1 x; y; z 3.279 (4) 2.28 164.2 (1)
N2 Cl 1ÿ x� 3

2 ;ÿy� 1; zÿ 1
2 3.327 (4) 2.36 165.5 (1)

O4 Cl 1ÿ x� 2; y� 1
2 ;ÿz� 1

2 3.058 (3) 2.26 151.13 (8)

SerNH2�HCl
N1 Cl1 x� 1; y; zÿ 1 3.346 (4) 2.88 115.24 (9)
N1 Cl1 ÿx� 1; yÿ 1

2 ;ÿz� 1 3.171 (4) 2.19 170 (1)
N1 Cl1 ÿx� 1; y� 1

2 ;ÿz� 1 3.224 (4) 2.24 165.5 (1)
N1 O10 ÿx� 1; yÿ 1

2 ;ÿz 2.786 (5) 2.08 138.9 (2)
N2 Cl1 ÿx; y� 1

2 ;ÿz� 1 3.255 (5) 2.24 171.6 (1)
N2 O3 ÿx� 1; yÿ 1

2 ;ÿz� 1 2.948 (6) 2.07 139.5 (2)
C10 O10 ÿx� 1; yÿ 1

2 ;ÿz 3.102 (6)
O10 O10 ÿx� 1; yÿ 1

2 ;ÿz 3.203 (5)
O3 Cl1 ÿx� 1; y� 1

2 ;ÿz� 1 3.126 (4)

MetNH2�HCl
N1 Cl1 ÿx� 1; y� 1

2 ;ÿz� 2 3.234 (5) 2.42 157.1 (1)
N1 Cl1 ÿx� 1; yÿ 1

2 ;ÿz� 2 3.169 (5) 2.33 164.7 (3)
N1 Cl1 x; y; z� 1 3.340 (5) 2.84 117.0 (1)
N2 Cl1 ÿx� 2; yÿ 1

2 ;ÿz� 2 3.403 (6) 2.62 137.3 (1)
N2 Cl1 ÿx� 2; y� 1

2 ;ÿz� 2 3.347 (6) 2.70 158.3 (1)
O10 C1 x; y� 1; z 3.251 (7)

TrpNH2�HCl
N1 Cl1 x� 1; y; z 3.347 (2) 2.47 149.25 (5)
N1 Cl1 x� 1; yÿ 1; z 3.173 (2) 2.25 160.28 (6)
N1 Cl1 ÿx; yÿ 1

2 ;ÿz� 1 3.152 (2) 2.30 157.94 (6)
N2 Cl1 x; yÿ 1; z 3.528 (3) 2.62 159.65 (6)
N2 Cl1 x; y; z 3.269 (3) 2.33 176.68 (6)
N2 O10 ÿx; yÿ 1

2 ;ÿz� 1 3.390 (3)
C10 O10 ÿx; yÿ 1

2 ;ÿz� 1 3.371 (3)

GlnNH2�HCl
N1 Cl1 ÿx� 1; y� 1

2 ;ÿz� 1 3.153 (3) 2.31 167.33 (8)
N1 Cl1 ÿx� 1; yÿ 1

2 ;ÿz� 1 3.186 (3) 2.33 171.42 (8)
N1 O10 ÿx� 1; y� 1

2 ;ÿz� 2 2.819 (4) 1.97 161.8 (2)
N1 Cl1 x� 1; y; z� 1 3.440 (3)
N2 Cl1 ÿx; yÿ 1

2 ;ÿz� 1 3.361 (4) 2.53 146.45 (9)
N2 Cl1 ÿx; y� 1

2 ;ÿz� 1 3.338 (4) 2.86 113.7 (8)
N2 N6 ÿx� 1; yÿ 1

2 ;ÿz� 1 3.352 (5)
N6 Cl1 x� 1; y; z 3.370 (4) 2.48 153.08 (9)
N6 O5 x; y� 1; z 2.972 (5) 2.35 118.1 (2)
C10 O10 ÿx� 1; y� 1

2 ;ÿz� 2 3.118 (4)
O10 O10 ÿx� 1; yÿ 1

2 ;ÿz� 2 3.387 (4)

ArgNH2�HCl
N1 Cl1 xÿ 1; y; z 3.296 (3) 2.32 173.6 (1)
N1 Cl1 xÿ 1; y; z� 1 3.197 (3) 2.33 173.6 (1)
N1 O10 ÿx� 1

2 ;ÿy� 2; z� 1
2 2.925 (4) 2.15 143.0 (2)

N1 Cl1 ÿx� 1
2 ;ÿy� 2; z� 1

2 3.372 (3) 3.01 106.03 (9)

Table 4 (continued)

Donor
(DÐH)

Acceptor
(A) Symmetry code

D� � �A
(AÊ )

H� � �A
(AÊ )

DÐH� � �A
(�)

N2 Cl1 x; y; z 3.227 (5) 2.29 153.3 (1)
N2 O1W x; y; z� 1 2.965 (6) 2.26 156.8 (3)
O1W Cl1 x; y; z 3.168 (4)
O1W Cl2 x; y; z 3.255 (4)
N5 Cl2 x; y; z 3.224 (4) 2.31 149.5 (1)
N7 Cl2 xÿ 1; y; z 3.220 (4) 2.38 165.3 (1)
N7 O1W xÿ 1; y; z� 1 2.938 (5) 2.21 162.8 (3)
N8 Cl2 xÿ 1; y; z 3.234 (4) 2.22 156.8 (1)
N8 Cl2 xÿ 1

2 ;ÿy� 3
2 ;ÿz� 1 3.225 (4) 2.61 122.8 (1)

C10 O10 ÿx� 1
2 ;ÿy� 2; z� 1

2 3.221 (5)
O10 O10 ÿx� 1

2 ;ÿy� 2; z� 1
2 3.377 (4)

Figure 4
Stereoscopic view of the intermolecular C10� � �O10 short contact between
the carbonyl groups translated by diad-screw symmetry, observed in the
crystal structure of GlnNH2�HCl. The shaded line shows interatomic
short contacts. The N and O atoms are shown by the circles marked with
crosses and dots, respectively.



carboxyl OH group and the Cl ion. Two typical interaction

patterns are shown in Figs. 6(a) and (b). The neutral carboxyl

OH is hydrogen-bonded to a chloride anion and this ion

further interacts with neighbouring donor groups of NH�3 and/

or water OH through hydrogen bonds or electrostatic inter-

actions. The same interaction mode is also observed in the

crystals of ValOH�HCl, MetOH�HCl and TrpOH�HCl. This

type of interaction via the Cl ion leads to a `head-to-tail'

arrangement of C-acid molecules, which is different from the

head-to-head molecular arrangement of C-amides. In the case

of the carboxylic group being in an anionic state, like

ArgOH�HCl, such an interaction is not formed and thus may

depend on the electronic state of the amino acid side chain.

Based on the above-mentioned interaction modes with Cl

ions, it would be reasonable to assume that the amide group

can trap the biological anion in such a way that two amide

groups sandwich the anion. Such a tight ®xation of the anion is

impossible in the case of the carboxyl group, because most of

the amino acids or peptides have a zwitterionic structure in the

living cell.

4. General discussion

The present crystal structures showed that the C-amidation of

amino acid leads to a different interaction with Cl ions from

that in the amino acid and this is probably due to the different

physicochemical behaviour, especially the different hydrogen-

bonding ability, between the amide and carboxyl groups. To

make clear the structural difference of both groups for

hydrogen-bond formation, the spatial distribution of the polar

atoms/groups which are hydrogen-bonded to the amide or

carboxyl group is shown in Fig. 7(a) and (b), respectively. This

®gure indicates a clear difference concerning the hydrogen-

bonding patterns of the amide and carboxyl groups. Although

there is insuf®cient data, Fig. 7(a) indicates that the amide

NH2 group simultaneously forms two hydrogen bonds with the

acceptor atoms of neighbouring molecules or Cl ions and their

spatial dispositions are almost separated into two regions.

Characteristically, one of the two NH bonds, which is parallel

to the C1ÐC10 bond, severely restricts the position of the

acceptor atom to form a linear hydrogen bond, as compared
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Figure 5
Stereoscopic views of the interaction patterns between the amide NH2 groups and chloride ions, observed in the crystal structures of (a) IleNH2�HCl,
(b) ThrNH2�HCl, (c) ArgNH2�HCl and (d) SerNH2�HCl. The shaded lines show hydrogen bonds. The N and O atoms are shown by the circles marked
with crosses and dots, respectively. The chloride ions and water solvents are shown by the shaded and cross-marked balls, respectively.
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with the other bond, the acceptor atom of which is relatively

widely distributed, suggesting non-equivalent hydrogen-

bonding ability in the NH2 group. In contrast, the amide O10

forms one to two hydrogen bonds with the donor groups that

are widely distributed so as to surround the O atom. It appears

noteworthy that these acceptor atoms are not located on the

amide plane, but tetrahedrally displaced with respect to the

plane.

In the case of the neutral carboxyl group (Fig. 7b), the

spatial distribution of the donor group (NH or OH) which is

hydrogen-bonded to the carboxyl O10 could be roughly

separated into two regions. Although this situation is similar to

the case of the C-amide O10, the hydrogen bonds appear to be

rather weak because of the relatively wide distribution. On the

other hand, the carboxyl OH group restricts the position of the

acceptor atom (O or Clÿ) to a limited region so as to form

linear OÐH� � �O hydrogen bonds. There is no observation of

the hydrogen bond, which is cis formed with respect to the

C1ÐC10 bond.

Based on the spatial distribution of such polar atoms or

groups, the following discussion could be possible. In the

binding of C-amides with partner molecules or ions, two

hydrogen bonds via the amide NH2 are ®rst formed and then

the amide O serves to further stabilize the interaction through

the relatively weak and ¯exible hydrogen bond. On the other

hand, in the case of the neutral carboxyl group, the interaction

appears to be not so speci®c, because the binding is mainly

performed through the single hydrogen bond of the carboxyl

OH group. The present results would be useful upon consid-

ering why the C-amidation of peptides is necessary to reveal

their activity. The hydrogen-bonding ability (including anion-

binding ability) and its structural features of the C-amide

group may be necessary to just ®t to the receptor.

Figure 6
Stereoscopic views of interaction patterns between the carboxyl OH
groups and chloride ions, observed in the crystal structures of (a)
IleOH�HCl and (b) ValOH�HCl. The shaded lines show hydrogen bonds.
The N and O atoms are shown by the circles marked with crosses and
dots, respectively. The chloride ions and water solvents are shown by the
shaded and cross-marked balls, respectively.

Table 5
Comparison of C�ÐH� � �O short contacts (AÊ ) of C-amides and C-acids.

C� � �O (AÊ ) H� � �O (AÊ ) CÐH� � �O (�)

IleNH2�HCl 3.330 (7) 2.49 143.4 (3)
IleOH�HCl 3.323 3.14 89.5
Ile 3.122 2.87 96.2

3.456 2.93 115.1

ValNH2�HCl 3.250 (3) 2.32 159.2 (1)
ValOH�HCl 3.356 2.52 137.4
Val 3.096 2.78 101.6

3.317 2.44 154.1
ThrNH2�HCl 3.349 (4) 2.86 111.9 (2)
Thr 3.276 2.35 160.0

SerNH2�HCl 3.401 (5) 2.46 160.8 (2)
3.143 (5) 2.99 89.7 (2)

Ser 3.368 2.79 118.3
3.346 3.08 97.1

MetNH2�HCl 3.251 (7) 2.29 167.5 (3)
MetOH�HCl 3.282 2.28 159.0
Met 3.313 2.63 126.8

3.157 3.00 90.0

TrpNH2�HCl 3.134 (3) 2.32 139.9 (1)
TrpOH�HCl 3.250 2.45 133.3

GlnNH2�HCl 3.314 (4) 2.45 146.5 (2)
GlnOH�HCl² 3.146
Gln 3.335 2.70 143.2

ArgNH2�HCl 3.354 (5) 2.41 161.9 (2)
3.050 (5) 2.61 107.8 (2)

ArgOÿ�HCl³ 3.483 2.68 143.6

² The positions of the H atoms have not been deposited. ³ The carboxyl group takes
an anionic state.
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Figure 7
Stereoscopic views of the spatial distribution of polar atoms/groups which
are hydrogen-bonded to (a) C-amide O10 and N2H, or (b) C-acid O10 and
O2H. The hydrogen-bonding donor groups (OH, CH or NH2) and
acceptor (O and Clÿ) atoms are shown by open circles, the scales of which
correspond to the atomic numbers.


